Sire Starting To Fire:
CHINESB DRAGON is a magnificent
looking Stallion, son

of the Champion Sire

STRAVINSKY, whose world-wide progeny have
earnings over AU$100 Million and produced 73
Stakes winners, with a staggering 72olo winners to
ratio.
Foaled

in the USA, CHINESE DRAGON was

purchased by Coolmore Stud and won his 2yo
Maideo in Ireland over 1200m, before fansferring back to the USA the following season.

A brilliant winner of 7 of only 13 starts, an eamings over AU$520,000, he enjoyed

a

tremendous 3YO season winning 5 of his 6 starts ,3 at Stakes level, all at a mile, which
included the GR.2 San Fransisco mile defeating GR.l winner BECRUX and dual Stakes

winner VEGAS LORD.
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CHINESE DRAGON is out of Fabulous Fairy, a winning daughter of Champion US Sire
ALYDAR, and the English 1000 Guineas (gr.1) winner Fairy Footsteps. FABULOUS
FAIRY is the 112 sister to the dam'of triple GR.l winner DESERT PRINCE, Gr.l Sire in
Australia & Europe.
From only 15 starters, CHINESE DRAGON has already produced the dominant Stakes
winner of the New Zealand Leger SERPENT (view video above) and the Stakes placed
GRACE O'MALLEY, along with winners LITTLE IIRAGON GIRL & EOT CHA,

A strong feature of his high fertility is the conformation of soundness with correct foals and
plenty of bone. This is evident in the fact that his progeny have average 5 times his service
fee in the sales ring, selling up to $1201000.

As for his conformation... he has an attractive hea4 big shoulder, plenty of scope, and
displays loads of power and athleticism. One of "The I)ragon's" greatest attributes is his
easy going nature, making him an easy Stallion to handle both in general and in the breeding
barn.
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With a substantial number of progeny yet to race, CHINESE DRAGON definitely looks like
becoming one ofNZ's most influential stallions.
Currently standing at Goodwood Stud, North Palmerston, he is...
Great Value at $4,00&FGST

